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Tripping.com makes it easy to find vacation rentals with Google Maps APIs



At a Glance What they wanted to do • Launch a website to make it easy for people to simultaneously search for vacation rentals from multiple sites • Display rentals on an intuitive map with controls for zooming and navigation What they did • Implemented the Google Maps JavaScript API to display listings from multiple sites • Used the Google Maps Places API to ensure address data accuracy and automatically set optimal zoom levels for the locations searched • Leveraged Navagis, a Google Maps Partner, for insight and advice What they accomplished • Created a website with two million monthly unique visitors, up 2,918 percent from a year ago • Increased monthly revenue by 2,390 percent in one year • Raised $16 million in Series B funding



Background Tripping.com is the world’s largest website for researching vacation homes and short-term rentals. It aggregates vacation rentals for users to compare from dozens of sites including HomeAway, VRBO, HouseTrip, FlipKey, Interhome, Booking.com and more. Vacationers can use the platform to search through more than five million properties across 150,000 destinations. Challenge Tripping.com needed to create the best customer experience in order to drive traffic to its site and conversion rates of website visitors into guests. To do all that, it was looking for a mapping solution for building an easy-touse interface with fast loading times and the ability to scale. The company also wanted tools that would allow the maps to to zoom in and out, and accurately confirm rental addresses from the sites it searched. The company decided that Google Maps and the Google Maps APIs were the ideal solution, says Danny Chi, director of engineering at Tripping.com. Since Google Maps is the industry standard for mapping interfaces, Tripping.com knew it would offer the best experience for its users. The accuracy of Google Places also appealed to the Tripping.com team – ensuring that users get the most detailed address listings and accurate destination information. Chi adds, “Ease of entry into the market was also important, and going with Google Maps allowed us to access the vast amount of experience developers have with its APIs. A big ecosystem of partners has also sprung up around Google Maps, so it’s easy to get help.” After Tripping.com decided on Google Maps, it chose Google for Work Partner Navagis to help with the deployment. Navagis helped the company with licensing and provided technical advice on how best to use Google Maps APIs. “Navagis provided us with the help we needed every step of the way,” says Chi. “Their advice in using Google Maps APIs was invaluable.” Solution The first page on Tripping.com has a search box that lets visitors search for where and when they plan to vacation. Tripping.com sends this information to multiple vacation-rental sites and layers the results onto a Google Map using the Google Maps JavaScript API. The left side of the screen displays the map with pins for each rental. The right side of the screen displays a photo of each rental, with information including pricing and its source (the travel site where it’s listed). Users can click a pin to display the photo of the rental, and click the photo for more details and to complete their booking. The JavaScript API enables familiar controls for navigating the map, including dragging and zooming in and out. As a user zooms or drags the map, the listings change along with the location displayed.



About Google Maps for Work



Google Maps APIs for Work makes it easy for companies to include fully interactive Google Maps on their public and internal websites. The Maps API helps your customers and employees make the right business and purchasing decisions by visualising important information on a familiar map.



For more information, visit www.google.com/work/mapsearth/



The Google Places API also plays a large role on the website. It takes location information from each listing and drops a pin on the map to represent it. This API helps the site automatically scale the map to match searches. For example, if the user searches rentals in Paris, the Places API indicates the correct zoom level to display listings. If, instead, he searches for the Eiffel Tower, it will do a tighter zoom. When calculating the zoom level, both geographic area and number of rentals listed are taken into account. The Places API also helps ensure accurate address data – in some cases the rental owners do not provide complete address information. Places examines all address information, and makes it as accurate as possible. Benefits “Google Maps offers considerable benefits for visitors to Tripping.com,” Chi says. “It’s easy for visitors to navigate Maps using familiar controls and see everything they need at a glance.” With the help of Google Maps and Google Maps APIs, Tripping.com has seen considerable growth. In the past year, traffic has grown 2,918 percent, to more than two million unique monthly visitors. The site has experienced a 2,390 percent growth in monthly revenue while the number of listings has grown 158 percent, which is key to user acquisition. Due to this success, it has attracted venture capital funding, including its most recent $16 million Series B round. “Google Maps has enabled us to increase conversion rates across the board,” Chi says. “As a search engine, we need to ensure that visitors receive the right results for the right places every time they search for a new destination. Having easily navigable results also encourages repeat usage, so our users are more likely to return to Tripping.com. Google Maps has played a key role in our success as a company.”



© 2015 Google Inc. All rights reserved. Google and the Google logo are trademarks of Google Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated. SS2223-1511
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Background. Tripping.com is the world's largest website for researching vacation homes and short-term rentals. It aggregates vacation rentals for users. 
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